Transportable Video Magnifier with 16” or 19” LED

mezzo Vario
Compact, High-contrast, Full HD+ Desktop Video
Magnifier with Unique Glare-free NELE Lighting
HD+ High-Quality Display and Easy to Use

mezzo Vario

Experience visual comfort while reading with mezzo Vario. Its clear,
full HD+ display with 18x optical zoom ensures clear magnification of
print, photos, diagrams, illustrations and more from approximately
1x - 100x. mezzo Vario will quickly auto focus with an amazing depth
of field. Select full color or one of several text/background display
selections for best contrast, and adjust the brightness level to
accommodate your vision condition.
Tilt the monitor back or forward, and adjust the height up or down to
use mezzo Vario in a variety of settings whether standing or sitting in
front of the screen. You can even turn the monitor 90° to change your
viewing mode from landscape to portrait to read a longer column in
a newspaper, magazine or column of numbers. mezzo Vario’s camera
is conveniently positioned for writing comfort as well. Use it to sign
a check, address an envelope or fill out a form with this attractive,
low-profile transportable desktop video magnifier.
Compact Desktop Video Magnifier in 16” or 19” LED Models

mezzo Vario

mezzo Vario combines the benefits of a desktop video magnifier
with portability and flexibility for use in a variety of locations
whether different rooms in the home, different offices in the
workplace, or different classrooms at school. The mezzo Vario 16”
weighs only 11.7 lbs. and mezzo Vario 19” weighs 13.7 lbs, making it easy
to set up, fold down, and carry between locations.
Optional Accessories

mezzo Vario

Want more mobility? Add the Mobility Pack including a rechargeable
battery and a carrying bag. Take mezzo Vario with you from room
to room, upstairs and downstairs in your home, out on the patio for
leisure reading, or to the garage to work on a project — without having
to plug into an electrical outlet. You can also add a quality, mini X/Y
table for a smoother reading experience. mezzo Vario is designed for
HIMS by Reinecker Vision, a brand known world-wide since 1971.

888-520-4467 | www.hims-inc.com

mezzo Vario
A sleek, low-profile transportable video
magnifier with sharp picture quality!
• Full HD+, anti-glare display, even when reading on
glossy paper or looking at objects
• Continuous zoom magnification from approx. 1x - 100x
• 1x overview to orient and target the reading position
• LED rotates to change viewing mode from
landscape to portrait
• Contrast control minimizes picture noise, even on
newspapers and magazines
• Choose either the 16” or 19” model at the same price

mezzo Vario
Specifications
Model #
Camera
Monitor
Magnification
Color Modes
Features / Settings

mezzo Vario 16”

mezzo Vario 19”

MEZVA160

MEZVA190

System resolution 1366 x 768 pixels,
LVHD technology for high resolution image with almost no picture noise
16” LED

19” LED

Approx. 7x ~ 80x

Approx. 9x ~ 95x

6 modes including preset and individually adjustable color modes, defaults are true color,
black on white, white on black, green on black, yellow on black, yellow on blue
Autofocus and Continuous Zoom (can be turned on/off ), Brightness, Contrast, Color
Saturation, Line Markers and Windows, Anti Reflection Mode, White Balance, Sharpness

User Interface
Lighting

Easy-to-operate 3-button controls
Choose automatic brightness control, high-intensity or lights off;
NELE technology to reduce glare on glossy materials and reduce shadows while writing.

Power
Battery
Accessories
Size
Weight
Warranty

120v DC
Optional rechargeable, removable Lithiumpolymer battery, 2.5-hour battery life,
3.5-hour charging time

Optional X/Y table and mobility pack (battery and carrying case) sold separately.
Folded: 15.4” W x 7.1” H x 19.3” D
Unfolded: 15.4” W x 19.7” H x 19.3” D

Folded: 17.7” W x 7.1” H x 20.5” D
Unfolded: 17.7” W x 19.7” H x 20.5” D

11.7 lbs

13.7 lbs

Two-years limited parts and labor warranty. Repair service performed in Austin, TX.

888-520-4467 | www.hims-inc.com
4616 W. Howard Lane, Suite 960, Austin, Texas 78728
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Optional rechargeable, removable Lithiumpolymer battery, 2-hour battery life,
3.5-hour charging time
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